AIDA Cruises ∙ Seilerstraße 41-43 ∙ 20359 Hamburg

Hamburg, 06 April 2018

To whom it may concern,
As Supervisor Show Development & Productions at AIDA Entertainment I am responsible for new
show productions, therefore acting as product manager and show producer.
At AIDA Entertainment, we regularly organise try-outs for shows, in which we experiment with new
formats and ideas. For two try-outs I was fortunate to book Michał Derlicki as one of our aerial
artists.
During these tightly-timed try-out rehearsal periods, Mr. Delicki learned a solo straps number,
performed with three dancers, as well as an acrobatic floor trio routine, an aerial chains duo and
multiple ensemble numbers. Despite the short amount of time for learning and practicing, these
numbers were performed in perfect quality.
While proving his versatile artistic skills, Mr. Derlicki was a delight to work with. He was always on
time for rehearsals during which he treated his teachers and colleagues with appreciation,
enthusiasm and respect. He always approached his work with great concentration while paying
detail to safety and security.
I therefore highly recommend Mr. Derlicki for further show productions. His great ability to absorb
quickly new information paired with supreme dexterity in his floor and aerial work make Mr.
Derlicki an exceptional artist.
For any further correspondence about Mr. Delickis work please do not hesitate to contact me
directly on +49 (0) 40 - 30 23 9 167.

Yours faithfully,
Dr. Marissa Munderloh
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